CHRISTINE HORTON

Design Director

The world of art came naturally to Christine, who found that

form of self-expression early in childhood. Drawing and
painting were her true passion and source of pride fueling her to
become an art major at California State University, Sacramento.
It was through this art program that she ultimately discovered
the field of Interior Design. She realized that she could be
creative in the business world and this reality changed her focus.

“ Dance like no one is

watching, love like
you’ll never be hurt,
sing like no one is
listening and live like
its heaven on earth.”
–William Purkey

Design Experience
Since 1997
Senior Associate Designer
Certified Interior
Designer #6155
Education
California State University,
Sacramento, CA
Bachelor of Arts in
Interior Design
Sierra College, Rocklin CA
AA in Liberal Arts
Awards & Affiliations
NCIDQ
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At CDG, no one is an island. We’re a great team and share a similar passion for
perfection and accomplishment. Seeing the job completed successfully is my
constant goal, and the joy of achievement is its own reward. I also enjoy the fluidity
of this work -- whether it’s managing the various projects, coordinating installations,
or coming up with innovative design solutions. No two projects are the same, and
that’s wonderful because I love variety. Working at CDG allows me the balance in life
to have a fulfulling career and a family that thrives.
I began as an intern at CDG while majoring in Interior Design with a minor in
Fine Art and have been working as a Designer at CDG since 1997. Obviously, I
enjoy what I do, and the opportunity has allowed me to grow and develop a
very rewarding career.
The work I do at CDG offers diverse experiences and challenges. I am most proud of
the project that we did for the Kiwanis Family House, which is a facility with a similar
purpose to the Ronald McDonald House. We were able to obtain donations from
many of our vendors which contributed greatly to the success of the project.
Together, we helped a lot of families by creating comfortable, peaceful spaces for
them during difficult times.
I feel very fortunate being who I am in a world that totally supports both my personal
and professional life. ■
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